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Executive Summary



E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y

As stakeholders in the Upper Basin look to develop solutions to avoid curtailment under

the 1922 Colorado River Compact by protecting critical levels at Lake Powell, a central

question is the feasibility of a demand management program in helping provide that

security. The package of drought contingency plan agreements for the Colorado River

Basin, adopted on May 20, 2019 includes the authorization of a 500,000 acre-foot storage

account for the Upper Basin at the four initial units of the Colorado River Storage Project

(Flaming Gorge, Navajo, the Aspinall Unit, and Lake Powell). Under the agreement, the

Upper Basin will also explore the feasibility of a demand management program that would

conserve water in order to fill the storage account. The intended purpose of a demand

management program and the associated storage account would be to provide compact

security for the Upper Basin states in the face of ongoing drought and declining reservoir

levels. The success of such a program is dependent upon whether the Upper Colorado

River Commission, the four Upper Basin states, the Secretary of the Interior, and

interested stakeholders can develop and implement a demand management program that is

amenable to all parties. 

Water management in the West is a contested arena, full of perspectives about what that

management should look like, different relationships with water, and varying structural

and legal conditions that impact how water can and cannot move from one place to

another. For demand management, concerns, challenges, and roadblocks are emerging that

make the design and implementation of such a program difficult. Not only are the

technical, legal, financial, and geographical/landscape issues challenging, but the socio-

cultural components of what a program would mean add to the complexity of investigating

the feasibility of a demand management program. It is also these socio-cultural

components that have been least explored by stakeholders in the demand management

discussions to date.

This report, commissioned by The Nature Conservancy, was designed to assist in

understanding, identifying, and addressing some of these socio-cultural components. The

objective of this research was to explore perceptions of a potential demand management

program among stakeholders on the Western Slope of Colorado during the late Spring of

2019. The hope is that this research would shed light on the barriers and opportunities for

a demand management program, solicit ideas and feedback on what a successful program

would look like, and explore why water users would or would not participate. The

findings detailed in this report are based on interviews, observations at meetings, and

listening sessions conducted in all four sub-basins of the Western Slope. A total of 34

participants aided in the research, including an additional 10 key informants who assisted

by providing expert perspectives, information on demand management program

development, and insights from their experiences working in water. 
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In the course of research several important themes emerged, which are explored in further detail in

the main report. The summary below describes three key findings from the report along with a set of

recommendations based on these findings and feedback from participants.

 

Key Findings

 

     1. Awareness and understanding of demand management varies
 
Peoples’ awareness and understanding of demand management varies greatly. Their

perceptions about the need for a demand management program, and whether they see such a

program as unnecessary, as an opportunity, a burden, or some combination, depends greatly on

how they perceive the water challenges in the Colorado River Basin. A lack of understanding of

the purpose and objectives of demand management, combined with the fact that it is in the early

stages of development, leads many to curiosity on what could be possible for such a program.

However, the lack of clarity also leads to a prevalence of misconceptions about the purpose of

demand management and creates space for suspicion and uncertainty, which can breed fear-

based responses. Most often these responses came in the form of concerns that a particular area,

or even the entire Western Slope, will be sacrificed for the good of everyone else in Colorado or

the Basin. In addition, a lack of clarity feeds the rumor mill about what the unintended

consequences of demand management could be.

 

Many interviewees made an effort to reposition demand management in light of the entire

Colorado River Compact and relations between the seven basin states and Mexico. These

interviewees felt that to neglect discussions of these “big river issues” (such as the structural

deficit) and how to address them was to ignore the underlying cause of the problem.

Interviewees with concerns about the larger Colorado River system addressed how demand

management fit in a few different ways. While some felt that framing demand management as a

“tool” in the toolbox for Upper Basin states was imperative in this conversation, they also

wanted to see recognition that the roots for creating a program like demand management

emerge from fundamental problems with the Colorado River Compact. In some cases,

participants said they would be more on board with demand management if they also saw

efforts that included renegotiating the Interim Guidelines, addressing growth and potential

water use increases in the Basin, or the implementation of shortage cuts in the Lower Basin.

Another group felt that to have a conversation on demand management was pointless, as they

were not interested in discussing something they felt missed the point of actually addressing

Big River Issues.

 

     2. Defining "voluntary, compensated, temporary, and proportional/parity" is not straightforward

 
The State of Colorado has limited their current exploration of demand management to a

program that would be “voluntary, temporary, and compensated.” However, almost everyone 
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interviewed struggled to define those terms. This ties back to how people perceive the

underlying water challenges in the Colorado River Basin, which shapes whether they see

demand management as an opportunity or a burden. The difficulty in defining these terms also

illustrates the challenge in further refining a potential demand management program. 

 

In defining the voluntary component of a program, some interviewees saw it as the ability to

choose to participate or not. This view appeals to a sense of opportunity inasmuch as it was the

chance for participants to choose an option that provided them more control, a monetary

benefit, and hopefully the ability to avoid worse outcomes such as a mandatory program. Others

wondered how “voluntary” voluntary really was, seeing it as double-speak and questioning

whether a successful program could be truly voluntary. 

 

Compensation for participation in a demand management program was also difficult for

participants to conceptualize. Instead, many ended up asking questions related to where the

money would come from, who should pay for compensation, what compensation was actually

for, how to ensure that compensation was not being gamed, and whether it was possible to truly

compensate for water. 

 

Just as compensation is difficult to define and voluntary takes on a range of meanings, so too

does the term temporary. For many it comes down to temporary being the opposite of

permanent, but just where that line is was difficult to define. This led many to equivocate with a

“I’ll know what temporary means, when I see it,” type of response. However, most of the

interviewees described temporary as not “buy and dry,” but that line was also difficult to define.

Overall, in the discussion between temporary versus permanent, one group views temporary as

a protection from speculation and buy and dry, while the other sees it as simply a different

method of arrangement, the outcome – agricultural land not in production – is the same.

 

There is a tension between a demand management program that would be entirely voluntary and

one that would provide “parity” – that is, one that would either ensure (or equally incentivize)

participation from multiple geographies and water use sectors and/or prevent disproportionate

impacts to any one geography/sector. Fundamentally, proportionality or parity – depending on

who you ask – is about establishing whether this is a situation in which each entity is only

looking out for their best interest to the detriment of all those around them, or a collaborative

endeavor that recognizes the interconnectedness between entities. 

 

The discussion of what it means to have a voluntary, compensated, and temporary demand

management program reveals a host of underlying values and concerns to irrigators and water

managers on the Western Slope. Even the idea of a voluntary program is not as straight-forward

as it first sounds to people when they start unpacking what the implications and secondary

impacts could be. Though on the surface, “voluntary” means having the choice or freedom to 
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participate, that freedom is constrained by a number of things including the threats to the

success of the program and the fact that everyone then has the ability to choose not to

participate. Many see the free market ideals that are quilted into the fabric of Western Slope

values as potentially detrimental to the long-term viability of agriculture and irrigation in the

region. Without the protections afforded by a program with more controls and oversight, the

power of cities could usurp the voluntary “choice” many on the Western Slope hold dear.

 

     3. Conversations about demand management are linked to other tensions

 

Conversations about demand management, especially on the West Slope, do not take place in a

vacuum but tap into other pressures (past and present) on natural resource management and

concerns about what the future holds. There is a general sense of vulnerability and fear that

each community is in the cross hairs, and a feeling that a “way of life” itself is under attack.

This stems from more than just demand management and calls for conserving water. Resistance

to demand management is tied to a long history of extractive industries being increasingly

called out for their harm to the environment, expanding regulation, and economic collapses of

extractive industries. The impacts of these challenges can and have caused rural economies to

collapse and towns to dry up so that they are no longer pleasant places to be. This is the

landscape that demand management enters.

 

Thus, demand management becomes the current scapegoat for concerns that rural

areas and economies are being pushed further to the margins and the sense that irrigated

agriculture has a target on its back. Demand management is perceived, by some, as an

unsurprising continuation of a long string of threats to the way that things have been done.

Resistance then is seen as a powerful tool in defending a way of life and an existence that is

perceived to be endangered. Evidence from communities in Crowley County – the “go to”

reference for communities impacted by “buy and dry” practices – serves as a visceral and

powerful reminder that Western slope communities are vulnerable.

 

Key Recommendations

 

The following recommendations for stakeholders investigating demand management are based on the

report's main findings and feedback from interviewees:

The lack of clarity, awareness, and understanding of demand management leads to confusion and

uncertainty. This can create resistance as people try to fill in the knowledge gaps on their own.

Terms used to describe a potential demand management (voluntary, compensated, temporary, and

proportional/parity) are not as straight-forward as they appear but are surprisingly tricky and

difficult to define. To treat them as simple will miss key insights gathered from this research.
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Symbolic efforts and gestures from entities perceived as more powerful (e.g. Front Range

municipalities) will go a long way in opening the conversation around water issues and demand

management.

A “one-size-fits-all” approach for demand management could create structures of inequality,

either in access to participation in a demand management program or in prioritizing certain areas

over others.

In terms of outreach and education, recommendations from those who worked in land and water

conservation as well as those involved in grassroots communication efforts emphasized the

importance of relationships and involvement of those “on-the-ground” who understand how the

water moves through the landscape.

It is vital to acknowledge and recognize that the conversation about demand management taps into

much deeper waters. Not only is this a discussion about recognizing the value the Western Slope

plays in helping define what “Colorado” means, it is also about shaping the future of Colorado.

 

It is important to understand the social and cultural perceptions of demand management because they

help shed light on why feelings of opportunity and resistance to demand management exist, how

those feelings can be tied to current economic and political conditions, and where opportunities might

be to find a path forward.
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